Student Name

Reason for Gold Slip

Abigail
Whatmough
Amy Trickett
Brooke Anderson

Increible work ethic, genuinely brilliant historian, great attitude towards learning and just a
wonderful person overall.
Completing all tasks well, drawing upon previous knowledge
Before and during lockdown, consistently excellent work ethic and high level of
achievement.
Has found maths a real struggle this acadmic year, however has stepped up during
lockdown and is completing all tasks to a high standard. He has sought advice when
required and acted upon it. His attitude towards learning has been outstanding.

Daniel

Schmidt

Tracey
Paul

Coslett
Connery

Dominic

Burke

Consistently works hard both in class and homework. Has maintained her level of work
beyond the classroom throughout lock down to a fantastic standard.
He has always been a great student, but has found a career path and volunteered extra
time in the PE department with lessons and fixtures (not easy) and has finished the L3
Sport course very well, completing cousre in very odd circumstances and has got as
place at Uni to study PE teaching - really well done!!!

Tracie

Deane

Mike

Child

For the outstanding quality of Chloe's classwork and homework submitted on SMHW
during lockdown
showed great resilience with home learning

Lorenzo

Launo

Nicola

Al-Jassar

Really performing well with home learning!!
Always puts in her best effort and responds really well to feedback in an effort to improve,
both in the classroom and on SMHW. Well done Eleanor
For completing all her English work to the highest standards throughout the whole of
lockdown despite knowing she will not be sitting examinations this summer. She's
consistently shown her amazing work ethic and commitment to learning for the whole
academic year.
Ellie has always worked hard but her organisation and work ethic since lockdown has
been incredible. All work is submitted early, all tasks are completed in detail to an
excellent standard and despite the situation her written work and exam technique are
improving. I'm very proud of Ellie and everything she has accomplished and continues to
do, Well Done Ellie!
Continually submitting work on time and to a very high standard
Amazing work on SMHW, excellent in class, keen member of art club, very lovely person
and well deserved.

Christophe
Rory

Mathers
Lafferty

Naomi

Barr

Hannah

Hardcastle

Lauren
Jennifer

Orchard
Frazer

Callum Knight

Chantelle Spiers
Charles Scanlan

Chloe Rose
Christian Trent
Dzhan Ferad
Eleanor Haworth
Ellen Li

Ellie Crowhurst

Eloise Pollitt
Emily Hall

Nominating Teachers

Emily Hall

Brilliant attitude to learning. Emily has consistently completely all her Geography work to
a very high standard and has shown enthusiasm and a positive attitude throughout
lockdown. Well done Emily!
Ethan has worked hard on TED tasks during the lockdown and I am so pleased that he
has overcome frustrations and challenges to produce great TED work during this time.
He has used lots of resources to help him (including family members), he's
communicated really well and has shown lots of resilience. Well done Ethan.

Sophie

Stanwyck

Anna

Harpham Gist

Ethan Neale

Has completed every single art homework set since lockdown. Not only just completed
but has gone way and beyond and produced some amazing artwork. Well done Ethan!

Lynn

Lamonde

Eva Simms

Has been praciticing incredibly hard at home on the piano - has submitted three videos
David
for the Rockdown concerts - all while having had no piano lessons in 2 months - she is
still preparing for her Grade 1 on her own
Amazing and consistent work submitted on SMHW.
Ellen
produced some great and detailed work at home to support her learning when we return. Katy

Mastrocola

Working extremley well in what is a very difficult situation
Tom
A very talented & gifted linguist who before lockdown & during has continued to impress Elizabeth
me with his outstanding work in French. Well done!
Hard working and consistently hands work in on time with a great deal of effort.
Dan
Throughout the year he has demonstrated himself to be a good leader/team-player often
helping those next to him to achieve their best too.
Vicky
Consistently doing excellent work on time and to a great standard. I can see how much
Jenny
effort he is putting in
Marianne
she has gone above and beyond with every piece of work set so far and

Peacock
Di Nocera

Ethan Neale

Greay Lilley
Hannah Rigler
Harlee Harris
Haydon
Wansbrough
Haydon
Wansbrough
Hayley Mann
Hector Wilkins
Isabelle Mitchell

Morgan
Plunkett

Orme

Woodings
Young
Baxter

uploaded them all ahead of schedule, her presentation has been outstanding
throughout and she has clearly given a lot of care and attention to the tasks
assigned.
Jack Norton

I have been hugely impressed with Jack's home school work and efforts. I have seen
some incredible work from him and I'm really proud of how he has maturely stepped up
his game at a very challenging time. He's displayed awesome ASPIRE qualities.

Mike

Dunn

James Reynolds

Excellent determination and effort in his studies. Having an excellent attitude to learning
and a role model to the rest of the class
Mature attitude in Maths, consistently completed work and demonstrated proactive
learning. A pleasure to teach.

Jamie

Harlowe

Dean

Taafe

Jamie Collier

Joseph Elliott
Always submits his work on time and puts a huge effort into completing it.
Katie-Anne Green

James
Andrew

Livermore
Gallacher

Leah Tovey

Amazing effort with her work during lockdown period, always trying her best and has
completed some exceptional work

Kirsty

Twigg

Leo Feltham

Great amount of effort across all subjects and has shown so much resilience and selfmotivation during a very challenging period

Jaqueline

Brown

Lewis Brown

His work ethic throughout lockdown has been exemplary. Lewis completes all work on
time and to a high standard, attempting all tasks and challenging himself with HOT tasks.
Lewis has shown excellent subject knowledge and skills and is continuing to develop
both through lockdown. He also responds well to feedback, taking it on board and
actioning it the following week. Well done, Lewis!
For putting in some really excellent effort in order to complete quarantine work to a high
standard.
Lewis has embraced the challenge of working independently during lockdown and has
complete all work to an exceptional standard with little or no help from myself. The level
of decdication lewis has shown is admirable.
Fantastic work consistently delivered on SMHW
High levels of resilience when completing her remote learning during lockdown.
Developing in self confidence when it comes to completing Dance tasks.
For always completing work to the best of her ability. She has continued to try
exceptionally hard throughout these difficult circumstances.

Louise

Cook

Tim

Harris

Panashe

Tauringana

Sally
Affolake

Haines
Lewis

Julianne

Langston

Louis Parry

ambition completing higher topic tests showing resilience

Liz

Jones

Madelyn Ansell

For demonstrating a fantastic work ethic working from home, independently.
Showing a real resilience to the tasks even when they are tough and making a
real effort consistently to demonstrate her knowledge within her written tasks.
Well done!

Deborah

Clark

Sharon
Syreeta

McCarthy
Stobart

Amber

Barter

Lewis Brown
Lewis Evans

Liberty Bond
Lita Greenhill
Lita Greenhill

Megan Appleton

Melanie
Cassagrande

She is in y12 but has performed above and beyond with her work ethic

Morgan Greenleigh Absolutely fantastic earthquake proof building model made whilst working remotely from
home along with sustained high effort throughout this period of home learning. Morgan
always goes above and beyond, very proud of him.

Nikita Ivanov

Nikita Ivanov

Ambitious and independant learner. Nikita has consistently been the first student to
submit work through SMHW and has shown great ambition all year trying to achieve a
distinction grade despite his target grade being a merit. He was very much on course to
gain a distinction prior to not being able to sit his sport exam but continued to work hard
nevertheless. Superb effort, very proud of him.
Always the first to complete work to a very high standard. Driven for the best outcomes.

Nyasha Mavengere Nyasha has been outstanding over quarantine. He has consistently submitted his
homework on time each week without fail. Each piece of work has been completed to
an excellent standard, with teacher feedback being listened to and incorporated each
time. And he has completed the extension task each week that was optional for his
class. Brilliant work Nyasha, well done!

Cameron

Barnes

Helanna

Burt

Jordan

Lyon

Oliver Johnson

for working extremely hard on his mathematics skills at home during these challenging Elinor
times

Sherwood

Reif Williams

Going above and beyond when completing tasks set during the lockdown period. Very
Martha
impressed!
For consistently doing excellent homework including the extension every time. For asking Sarah
me sensible questions and acting on the advice. For being a fantastic student generally
and for helping his little sister with her school work every day on top of his own.

Tavinor

Sa'eed Singleton

Sa'eed has worked incredibly hard during lockdown despite the fact that this has not
been an easy challenge for him. He has submitted work to a high standard and even
completed the additional story writing task. I am incredibly proud of you Sa'eed.

Emily

Hitchins

Sasha Davies

Rachel

Bennett

Emma-Jo

Farrell

Kelly

Franklin

Shannon Lovell

Consistent high level of attendance and application in class, this has continued into
lockdown - fantastic effort!
For sheer determination to just get things done and for briliant managment of work load
durng this lockdown process
For always listening to the opinions of others whether she agrees with them or not and
having the courtesy to take the thougths and feelings of others into account. Apologising
when you are wrong is a noble quality.
For always completing her Science home learning to a beautifully detailed standard.

Jon

Fry

Tara Sullovan

Fantastic effort in home work during lock down and working from a paper pack

Ebony

Haskins

Ronnie Westerby

Sasha House
Scarlet Croft

Smith

Thomas Smith

I've taught Thomas two subjects this year, History and Religious Studies, and in both of
them he has constatnly produced excellant work. He's always been enthusiastic,
engaging and his behaviour is always impeccable.
Tia has been proactive and responded really well to her drama tasks while working from
home. Tia's positive approach has resulted in some excellent responses to live
perfomance.
Amazing commitment to home learning, diligent and independent. Lovely girl.
For continuing with his EPQ project at an exceptionally high standard, completing
ongoing research and creating his own artefact. Without a doubt, the definition of
outstanding work.
Toby has been absolutely committed to his work before and during lockdown despite
starting the course later and having additional challenges. All of the work he has
submitted has been to a high standard and he has been communicating well; asking
questions to ensure his knowledge is correct and to further the research he is conducting
at home. I am so proud of him.

Michael

Currie

Jonathan

Perkins

Hayley
Russell

Betteridge
Scagell

Donna

Pollard

Tracey Lilley

Great effort with English tasks on SMHW even redrafting work to improve it.

Tracey Lilley
Winter Stobart

Excellent progress on show my homework

Laura
Jayne
Orela

Beardsell
How
Hatchard

Tia Couch

Tiffany Currie
Toby Jordan

Toby Jordan

Worked to a very high standard

